In music, anything goes.
music & law takes care of the rest.
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My song is your song, your song is my song
Featuring: music and entertainment law

music & law specializes in legal advice for the music industry.
When it comes to making a successful business out of good
music, we offer advice on everything from comprehensive reviews
of new music-exploitation models, the professional drafting of
exacting contracts for the music business, to authoritative
legal representation. In everything we do, our rhythm is set by our
industry-oriented professional expertise, our excellent flexibility,
and our strong personal engagement.
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Never sign without your lawyer
Featuring: sense and services

Whenever the question concerns the legalities of the music business, our strategy ensures that you receive the best possible
outcome, both legally and financially. This may come in the form of
an intelligently-worded contract providing the basis of successful
business collaboration, a professional review and (re-)negotiation of
a pre-existing agreement, or even its amicable termination. Furthermore, you can also rely on us for first-class representation of your
interests if it comes to litigation.
The legal advice we offer at music & law is always provided with the
aim of avoiding conflict before it arises, and proactively defining the
legal rights of your future successes.
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Right by your side

Featuring: expertise and activities
Music lawyer Dr. Christian Alexander Bauer advises clients in
the music and media industries across the globe, particularly in
the fields of copyright and publishing rights, as well as licensing,
trademark, and competition laws. In addition to advising and representing various companies in the cultural industry - such as
TV broadcasters, music streaming services, record labels, publishing houses, agencies, promoters, and music distributors - at
music & law we also advise well-known independent artists on
issues relating to collecting societies, and protect their interests
in the negotiation and signing of record, publishing, production,
artists‘, and management agreements.
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Imagine all the postings

Featuring: new kinds of exploitation
When conventional ways of music distribution change and new
utilization models emerge, not only do you need a partner who
knows the music business, but also a consultant with specialist
knowledge who understands the future of the modern media landscape; particularly when it may concern the long-term, unrestricted exploitation of your music. In his PhD thesis „User Generated Content – Copyright Legitimacy of User Generated Content“,
Dr. Bauer investigated the legal challenges presented by Web 2.0
and published a highly topical work on modern copyright law. The
knowledge he gained from this work provides the ideal base for
future-oriented advice, beneficial to all of our clients.
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One call can change it all

Featuring: consulting and costs

A transparent fee structure is as natural for music & law as a costconscious approach. In addition to meetings with a specialist advisor
to discuss any legal matters you may encounter, we also offer contract reviews and storage of copies of your work for a flat rate. So you
get a high-quality advice at a reasonable price. Costs for mandates,
the scope of which cannot be accurately calculated before they
commence, are worked out according to the time spent on the matter,
and on the basis of your fee agreement with us. If legal representation
of your interests is required, payment is generally taken according to
the Guidelines of the RVG (German Attorney Remuneration Law), that
provides a calculation of costs according to the value of the dispute.
And for those who are after a quick initial clarification of their general legal questions, we have set up the music & law HOTLINE.
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Life, lessons, and music

Featuring: Dr. Christian Alexander Bauer
Christian Alexander Bauer was born in Vienna in 1979 and grew up
in Frankfurt am Main, where he also graduated in law. After passing his Second State Examination in Law, he founded music & law
in Munich in 2007. From 2008 through 2010, he was a PhD student
at the University of Cologne and a scholarship holder of the Max
Planck Institute for Intellectual Property and Communication Law
in Munich. In 2011, he was conferred Doctor of Law (Dr. iur.) at the
University of Cologne.
Dr. Christian Alexander Bauer is a member of the „International
Association of Entertainment Lawyers“ (IAEL).

music & law RECHTSANWALT
Dr. Christian Alexander Bauer
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www.musicandlaw.com

Join us on facebook:
facebook.com/musicandlaw

